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OVERVIEW
We develop models for unpaired translation from
images of forests to images of coasts, and vice
versa, using conditional generative adversarial
networks (cGAN). We study the implications and
performance of different generator and discrim-
inator architectures, and evaluate the results in
terms of aesthetic value and faith to the origi-
nal, which we measure through cycle consistency
loss.

METHODS
We employ a 90/10 train/test split in our data.
We use images of coasts and forests from MIT’s
LabelMe dataset. A cGAN generator is tasked
to produce images the discriminator will catego-
rize as "real." Conversely, the discriminator aims
at detecting the generator’s "fakes." The GAN ob-
jective is:

LGAN (G,DY ) = Ey[logDY (y)] +
Ex[log(1−DY (G(x)))]

We use two cGAN and an updated loss function
as pictures Figure 1 to maintain cycle consistency
between original and generated image.

Figure 1: CycleGAN architecture

We explore generators U-Net128/256 and
ResNet-6/9, both pictured in Figure 2. Addition-
ally we use PatchGAN with 3 layers and then 6
layers.

Figure 2: Left to right: ResNet architecture, U-Net ar-
chitecture

RESULTS/DISCUSSION (I)
During epoch transition, as shown in Figure 3,
we notice shapes, colors and borders becoming
sharper and growing increasingly closer to re-
sembling a coast while maintaining some of the
original image’s structure.

Figure 3: Left to right: original image, generated image
at epoch: 50, 100, 200

Generator evaluation

Identity loss pushes the source-target to maintain
the previous identity source distribution. In Fig-
ure 5, U-Net 128/256 decay more than ResNet-
6/9. We observe that ResNet-6/9 images in
Figure 4 exhibit "blue-er" colors that are more
common in images of coasts than in those of
forests. Conversely, U-Net 128/256 images have
yellow/green undertones and remain more faith-
ful to the original image of a forest. Our quantita-
tive results validate our visual analysis.

Figure 4: Left to right: original image, generated image
using: ResNet9, U-net256, ResNet6, U-net128

Figure 5: Plots of Identity loss vs epoch for each gen-
erator

RESULTS/DISCUSSION (II)
Cycle consistency evaluation

In cGAN we introduce a cycle consistency loss to
enforce F(G(X)) = X. In Figure 6 U-net128 seems
to be the least blurry and in general has simi-
lar vibrant colors to the original image. Con-
versely, ResNet-9 is the blurriest with the most
"washed out" colors. Our Cycle Loss plots in Fig-
ure 7 validate our visual analysis. Even though
ResNet6/9 produce more "realistic" images of
coasts, they have lower Cycle consistency and
Identity scores.Alternatively, U-net128/256 have
better scores, but they produce less "realistic" im-
ages. There is no free lunch

Figure 6: Left to right: original image, recovered image
using: ResNet9, U-net256, ResNet6, U-net128

Figure 7: Left to right: Plots of cycle loss vs epoch num-
ber
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Figure 8: original forest/coast - fake coast/forest - re-
covered forest/coast

RESULTS/DISCUSSION (III)
Discriminator evaluation

We examine discriminator complexity by com-
paring a 3 layer to a 6 layer PatchGAN. A 6 layer
PatchGAN fails to produce a coast image as seen
in Figure 9. The standard to trick the discrimina-
tor is much higher with increasing number of lay-
ers and therefore, the generated image has to look
much more like forest in order succeed. Cyclic
loss is predictably lower for a 6 layer discrimina-
tor as seen in Figure 10

Figure 9: Top row: original image, ResNet-9 + Patch-
GAN with 3 layers, ResNet-9 + PatchGAN with 6 lay-
ers,Botton row: original image, U-net256 + PatchGAN
with 3 layers, U-net256 + PatchGAN with 6 layers

Figure 10: Cycle loss plots for U-Net256 + 3 layer
PatchGAN (left), U-Net256 + 6 layer PatchGAN (right)

Conclusion

Even though the Identity and Cycle objective are
crucial in our study we observe that putting too
much weight on them produces less aesthetically
pleasing images of coasts. We witnessed this
when we added more complexity to our discrim-
inator and or used a U-Net generator. Both suc-
ceeded in lowering these objectives but generat-
edx images inferior to the those of ResNet gener-
ators and shallower discriminators


